Waiting Time Screening in Healthcare
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Abstract. In Medical Imaging (MI), various technologies can be used to
monitor the human body for diagnosing, monitoring or treating disease. Each
type of technology provides different information about the body area that is
being investigated or treated for a possible illness, injury or effectiveness of a
medical treatment. Routine screening has identiﬁed malfunction detection in
many otherwise asymptomatic patient images such as computed tomography or
magnetic resonance. Studies have shown that, compared to patients whose
disease was symptomatic (i.e., self-recognizing), screen-detected diseases may
have more favorable clinicopathological features, leading to better prognosis
and better outcome. This paper aims to assess the issue of health care wait
screening. It deviates from a decision support system that evaluates the waiting
times in diagnostic MI based on operational data from various information
systems. Last but not least, one’s assumptions may have an important impact in
determining the usefulness of routine laboratory testing at admission.
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1 Introduction
The characterization of health activities in terms of time-screening theory is a very
recent trend in the ﬁeld of research, i.e., a progressive learning experience, compensated by the occasional satisfaction of discovery. In fact, time-screening has often been
deﬁned, with meanings ranging from “not easy” to “persistent.” On the other hand,
technological advances are rapidly increasing interoperability, i.e., the ability to
communicate and integrate information from heterogeneous sources or services. In fact,
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